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1. Summary

Data is the foundation of any meaningful corporate initiative. Fully master the necessary data and
you’re more than halfway to success. That’s why leverageable (i.e., multiple use) artifacts of the
enterprise data environment are so critical to enterprise success.

Build them once (keep them updated), and use again many, many times for many and diverse ends.
The data warehouse remains focused strongly on this goal. And that may be why, nearly 40 years after
the first database was labeled a “data warehouse,” analytic database products still target the data
warehouse.

This report is the third in a series of enterprise roadmaps addressing cloud analytic databases. The last
two reports focused on comparing vendors on key decision criteria that were targeted primarily at
cloud integration. The vectors represented how well the products provided the features of the cloud
that corporate customers have come to expect. In 2017 we chose products with cloud analytic
databases that exclusively deploy in the cloud, or had undergone major renovation for cloud
deployments. In 2019, we updated that report with the same vendors. This report is an update to the
2019 Enterprise Roadmap: Cloud Analytic Databases. However, this time around we have new vendors
and a new name.

We’ve reviewed and adjusted our inclusion criteria. We’re now targeting the technologies that tackle
the objectives of an analytics program, as opposed to the means by which they are achieving these
objectives. These days many believe the best vessel to be a data lake/cloud storage (not necessarily in
data page/relational-like format). And many are finding ways to join the relational database with the
lake as a “lakehouse,” treating the data lake as external tables. We have included here viable solutions
that don’t have a traditional data warehouse.
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2. Usage Scenarios

The data warehouse is a generalized, multi-use, and multi-source data store for the enterprise. Most
enterprises have them, although maturity varies. Due to the bottoms-up nature of their development,
some enterprises have many data stores that fit this definition. Hence, many data warehouses have
taken on sub-enterprise “flavors.” The more common flavors include:

• Customer Experience Transformation

• Asset Maximization with IoT

• Operational Extension

• Risk Management

• Finance Modernization

• Product Innovation

• One or more of the above

Depending on the history of the data warehouse endeavors, a data warehouse may have multiple
flavors.

The high-sharing idea of the data warehouse is not appropriate for all workloads. Many modern
workloads exceed the capabilities of data warehouses that were initiated a decade ago. Also, many
data warehouses have not been built to be scalable, either technically or in the way the enterprise
manages them. There may be security reasons or unique data transformations required by
departments or specific projects that don’t belong in a shared environment. It also may be just too
unwieldy for a low-maturity data warehouse team to accommodate project needs and timelines. There
are also technical reasons why a data warehouse, based on a relational database, is inappropriate for
some analytic data. The characteristics of so-called ‘big data’ for example – larger amounts of data with
fluent ingest, but with a smaller, science-based user population – make the data warehouse
inappropriate by price-performance comparison.

So, non-data warehouse analytic stores happen, and they happen with regularity! Hopefully, the
enterprise is able to thread them all together into an efficient architecture, but even the best data
environments have inefficiencies.

Regardless of the vessel used, most systems today need analytics. Some of the key benefits of
analytics in these systems include:
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• Consistent customer identification and case recognition, as well as case management and contact
history across all services

• Cost-to-serve reporting capabilities across the verticals for caseload tracking, inbound contact
routing, and center efficiency that help agents and managers understand the cost to serve a
customer

• A common layer allowing a consistent agent and customer experience, reducing the
implementation and maintenance cost of the capabilities

• Leveraging the core competencies from each vertical, allowing the verticals to focus on core
business processes and systems

• Providing a common presentation layer for the staff and customer across the company even as the
verticals evolve and their business processes change

• Enabling the key performance metrics of increasing revenue per user and cross-selling
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3. Decision Criteria

The analytic solution platform decision is crucial to enabling the winning company strategy that is data-
driven and includes analytics everywhere.

Below, we discuss the five most important vectors of this disruption. These vectors are beyond the
“table stakes” capabilities that are fairly common across all platforms and don’t serve as particularly
useful metrics for differentiating solutions.

The five vectors we have identified are:

• Robust SQL and Algorithm Extensions

• Rapid Provisioning and Elasticity

• Support for Diverse Data and Data Stores

• Cost Transparency

• Performance

Robustness of SQL and Algorithm Extensions

SQL is the long-standing language of the relational database, supported by thousands of tools and
known by millions of users. Backward compatibility with core SQL is essential.

To leverage tools and skills in SQL on the cloud without significant rework, a solution should support
standard SQL, not a partial or incompatible variant. The SQL 2011 standard is the latest revision that
has added improved support for temporal databases, time period definitions, temporal keys with
referential integrity, and system versioned tables, among other enhancements.

However, SQL needs to be extended into modern requirements or shops may find the programming
will be too challenging to keep pace. Specifically, the SQL needs extensions in the areas of artificial
intelligence (AI) and graph. Several are partnering currently for AI capabilities. It will be important to
look at how integrated those partnerships are with the core product.

Graph capabilities are essential not just for the obvious relationship mapping and visualization, but
graph is unparalleled in its ability to identify important items of the business. Some shops may commit
to a full-on graph database for these capabilities and therefore devalue graph within the SQL. We
caution against a full dismissal of this need, if only for the convenience of lower-scale graph workloads.
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Rapid Provisioning and Elasticity

The promise of the cloud is immediate access to needed resources. This may involve a growing or
shrinking amount of resources. The exact level of resources necessary is not limited to what is
provisioned. A cloud analytic database needs to be able to scale up and down without disruption or
delay. If it takes hours to scale up or down, or creates disruption for migration or repartitioning, one of
the key benefits of the cloud is lost.

The more proactive and involved a customer has to be in resource determination, the less elastic the
solution is. The more granular the growth of the clusters, with less of a “step ladder” approach to
resources, the more elastic the solution is.

Databases in the cloud should not be configured to run out of space. Elasticity extends to upgrades.
The cloud analytic database software should be able to upgrade without any downtime, performance
impact, or interruption of service.

Support for Diverse Data and Data Stores

The cloud is home to a broad diversity of data forms, from traditional data such as customer profiles to
newer machine data such as IoT data sources. A growing majority of these data sources store and
transfer data in flexible, schema-free formats.

A cloud analytic database should be able to ingest disparate formats such as JSON, XML, Avro, and
Parquet. It should be able to interpret the data as columns, seamlessly with other columns in the
database, without forcing a transformation step into the mix that adds complexity, fragility, and delay.

It also should be able to treat semi-structured data as efficiently as columnar data and not force any
schema definition on the customer.

The most glaring trend is the effective merger of the data lake and the data warehouse. These
“lakehouses” combine a data warehouse on an analytic database with a cloud-storage based data
lake. The combination is primarily the ability of the data warehouse to reach into the cloud storage as
necessary. These structures also live on a pipeline with the cloud storage serving as staging for the
data warehouse, which will contain a subset of the data in the data lake primarily used by data
scientists.

Data lakes have almost become synonymous with cloud storage in the industry vernacular. Early data
lakes utilized Hadoop (HDFS), but many jumped in when cloud storage presented a better option.
Cloud storage presents a more achievable separate compute and storage architecture where compute
resources (Map/Reduce, Hive, Spark, etc.) can be taken down, scaled up or out, or interchanged
without data movement. Storage can be centralized, while compute is distributed.

The analytic data solution must be able to access cloud storage/data lake data. Some solutions
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practically recommend this storage solution exclusively.

Cost Transparency

The cost profile options for these cloud databases are straightforward if you accept the defaults for
simple workload or POC environments. However, it can be enormously expensive and confusing if you
seek the best price-performance for more robust, enterprise workloads and configurations.

Initial entry costs and inadequately scoped POC environments can artificially lower the true costs of
jumping into a cloud data warehouse environment. Cost predictability and certainty only happen when
the entire picture of a production analytic environment is considered: all workloads, a true concurrency
profile, an accurate assessment of users, and a consideration of the durations of process execution.

Data professionals who used to be valued for tuning queries are now valued for tuning costs.
Information is power in this new reality.

Performance

Price and performance are critical points of interest when it comes to selecting an analytics platform
because they ultimately impact total cost of ownership, value, and user satisfaction.

High performance is important to achieve for analytics, keeping hardware and budgets constant.
Performance allows revolutionary leaps in information dissemination in multiple ways:

• Enables query sessions to be truly interactive, not limited by poor performance that causes analysis
to stop at three interactive queries instead of 10, 20 or 100 to achieve actionable insight into
business

• Facilitates rollout of the analytic environment to all knowledge workers of the company as well as to
customers, supply chain partners and broad potential users of the data

• Allows for years and decades of history to be kept, knowing that high volume data can be queried

• Enables data to be kept at the detail level for analysis

• Enables analysis of complex data types such as flat files, XML, graphics, and spreadsheets

Compliance deadlines could be met, life cycle analysis could be improved, fraud could be prevented,
appropriate offers could be extended in real-time to customers, and data analysis could be more
detailed and yield pattern-improving results to the customers. All of this could happen just from great
query performance.
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4. Vendor Analysis

Actian Avalanche

Avalanche is a fully managed, hybrid cloud data warehouse featuring a columnar-based database
architecture that scales and provides high-speed analytics.

Deployment Considerations

Avalanche is available in a free on-premises community edition as a download or as a cloud service on
the AWS and Azure marketplaces. There are many load methods available, including Kafka, Spark,
Actian DataFlow, and a third-party package called s3fs-fuse that can be used to mount the S3 bucket
containing the data as a readable device directly on the Avalanche node leader. You then generate
statistics and create clustered ColumnStore Indexes. Indexes are otherwise created automatically on all
data.

A minimum configuration is 8 AU (Avalanche Units), which can manage 4 TB of compressed data
(40-48 TB uncompressed) and 64 concurrent users on two beefy nodes (instance types unknown). AUs
are available in groups of 16, 24, 32, 64, 128, etc. With regard to storage, Avalanche works with Azure
Data Lake and its equivalents from the major cloud providers (an Amazon S3 option is coming later this
year). Data is stored in the columnar data page format treated as external tables. Avalanche has over
200 pre-built connectors to on-premises and SaaS data sources. You can deploy to your own VPC as
well.

The SQL employed is ANSI-standard, and Avalanche provides built-in JSON functions, managed
through a single control panel. Actian chairs the language body of the ANSI committee, so
expectations around standards compliance should be high. Avalanche features a clever exploitation of
the columnar orientation. With columnar data organized into multiple blocks, statistics on the block,
such as minimum and maximum, are generated and used by the optimizer to eliminate blocks from
scanning during query execution. This can speed response time for most analytic queries.

When starting a session, the native interface allows the user to select from one of three web personas
— business analyst, data scientist, and data engineer. Avalanche then presents a customized user
interface based on the selected persona for the session.

Technical Considerations

Avalanche provides virtual query capabilities across Avalanche and other platforms. And it is notable
as one of the few cloud data warehouse solutions to feature Azure-first in its rollouts.

In past benchmarks, Avalanche On-prem (formerly known as Vector) showed Avalanche performing
much faster than the competition, especially in aggregation queries and when concurrent users send
simultaneous requests.
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These results most likely are attributable to the technology underlying Avalanche. The Avalanche
architecture leverages the patented Actian X100 engine to process data in chunks of cache-fitting
Avalanche instances. This enables Avalanche to perform “single instruction, multiple data” processes
by exploiting the parallelism capabilities of modern hardware to leverage the same operation on
multiple data stores simultaneously. The scheme reduces the overhead found in conventional "one-
row-at-a-time processing" employed by other platforms. Additionally, the compressed column-oriented
format uses a scan-optimized buffer manager to further optimize performance.

Unlike some competing solutions, Avalanche does not support either in-database artificial intelligence
or machine learning. However, Avalanche also finds itself in IoT architectures, combined with Actian’s
excellent Zen Core embedded database. Organizations that utilize IoT and other application-laden
smart devices rely on embedded database platforms to process edge data at high speed and bring it
in with consistency. This is leveraged to harmonize an ecosystem of activity that, significantly, includes
a back-end analytical database like Avalanche.

Overall, Actian Avalanche on AWS, Azure, or on-premises is an excellent choice for data-driven
companies needing high performance and a scalable analytical database in the cloud. It also can
augment existing, on-premises data warehouses with a hybrid architecture. And it can do both a
reasonable cost.
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Amazon Redshift

Amazon Redshift was the first managed cloud data warehouse as a service. Being the first of its kind,
the name “Redshift” is often associated with the data warehouse paradigm shift to the cloud we have
seen played out over the past decade. Through strong investments into features and performance by
AWS, RedShift has continued to hold a high level of market share in this category. And indeed, the
service ticks many of the table stakes boxes for a cloud analytic database.

Redshift is cloud-only and not available as an on-premises or hybrid solution. However, that does not
mean it can’t play a role in an overall hybrid architecture that knits together public cloud, private cloud,
and on-premises components. Also, as one might have guessed, it is offered only on AWS, as opposed
to some multi-cloud solutions out there that can run on AWS, Azure, Google, or other public/private
clouds. While this might seem like a disadvantage, it can be cheaper per hour to run Redshift on
demand, simply because AWS does not have to pay AWS for the cloud infrastructure to run Redshift.
Other vendors who “rent” space as AWS tenants will have that overhead underlying the per hour costs
you see. Of course, the final price only plays out after the completed configuration, storage, scale-out,
and performance considerations are factored into the overall equation.

Deployment Considerations

Redshift is not 100% fully managed or “serverless” because users still have some control over the
infrastructure. It is not completely obfuscated. We believe this is a good way to assess the value of
what you are getting for your spend — that is, you know for so many dollars per hour, you are getting X
number of CPUs, Y gigabytes of RAM, and Z terabytes of local storage. Fully managed solutions tend
to wave their hand over these details. Ultimately, the bottom line comes down to price per hour and
the performance users experience for that price.

For years, Amazon offered a quartet of second-generation options: a pair of DC2 dense compute
choices (with solid-state drives) and a pair of DS2 dense storage choices (with conventional spinning
hard disk drives)—with the choice-driven mainly by how much data one required to be stored locally.
However, in December 2019, Amazon announced its third generation new RA3 node types. The RA3
node type is based on AWS Nitro—a technology that greatly improves performance and security in
their latest elastic compute (EC2) instance families—and includes support for fully managed storage.

Redshift RA3 manages storage automatically by placing data across tiers of storage, and caches hot
(often used) data in solid-state storage while automatically offloading colder data to AWS Simple
Storage Service (S3). This technology uses techniques such as data block “temperature,” data
blockage, and workload patterns to decide which data to keep locally for the best performance.
Current Redshift customers using second-generation DC2 instances are advised to move to RA3,
where they will get twice the storage with Redshift Managed Storage (RMS) features and better
performance at the same on-demand hourly cost.

Before RA3 and Redshift Managed Storage (RMS) came along, Amazon Redshift had tightly coupled
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local storage with the compute nodes — a situation that still applies to DC2 and DS2 instance types. All
data is stored on the compute nodes with a backup on AWS S3. While this arrangement keeps the data
in close proximity to compute resources, it creates difficulty when scaling. In the past, changing the
instance size required data movement to repartition and redistribute data on the new topology. Plus, if
you use the DC2 node type with the only 2.56TB of storage per 8xlarge node, you might have to scale
up more nodes to handle a large influx of data, even if the extra compute is not needed. This would be
costly. However, with RA3 and RMS, Amazon has addressed these concerns.

Technical Considerations

Amazon has made a number of performance improvements over the years to Redshift. In our review of
published benchmarks involving Redshift, we have seen marked improvements with similar workloads
from just a few years ago to the present. We look forward to seeing the published results on RA3.
However, one of the newest and potentially game-changing performance improvements was
introduced with the Advanced Query Accelerator (AQUA).

AQUA is a unique architecture that takes advantage of the fact that since 2012, SSD storage
throughput has increased 12-fold, while CPU-Memory throughput has only doubled. The AQUA layer
handles some of the scanning, filtering, and aggregating tasks as subqueries, in parallel to the
compute nodes doing the heavy lifting. While offered only in preview as of this writing, Amazon claims
that AQUA provides a 10x performance improvement. It will be interesting to see how AQUA will impact
the data warehouse performance landscape.

In addition to the exciting new features of RMS, Amazon Redshift Spectrum provides a pattern that
enables data lake-like functionality without committing to a full-on data lake. Spectrum is useful for
analyzing a batch of data dropped into an S3 bucket before it gets integrated into the data warehouse.
You would not want to architect a steady diet of this form of data virtualization, but it is great to have it
available for edge queries.

In fact, data virtualization has become very interesting for analyzing disparate data sets dispersed
across multiple clouds, on-premises, and edge devices. Redshift Spectrum offers some future-proofing
that a modern data engineering approach might utilize. That said, organizations would be wise to
consider a dedicated data lake platform, such as Amazon Elastic Map Reduce (EMR), for these
scenarios.

In terms of data flexibility, Redshift can handle some semi-structured data in addition to the traditional
structured data for which data warehouses were made. In support of diverse data, Amazon Redshift
has a few nice features like the JSON_EXTRACT_PATH_TEXT function for NoSQL key value data.
However, key-value nesting is limited and does not support large text columns like BLOBs, so it cannot
store raw data in a Variable Character field (VARCHAR) larger than 64K.

Another slight complaint we had several years ago for Redshift was the hard limit of 50 concurrent
queries. Concurrency places a heavy load on any data warehouse. Early on in cloud data warehouses,
the two solutions were either to overprovision to meet the demands of peak needs (which is
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expensive) or to optimize for normal demand periods (which is cheaper but creates poor user
experience and delays insights during peak times). In March 2019, Redshift offered a third
choice—automatic concurrency scaling. This “burst power” deploys a second (or more) identical
cluster(s) to handle demand. Burst clusters do not have to be pre-configured or pre-warmed, and they
automatically delete once the workload is passed. The upside is on-demand X-fold performance boost,
but the downside is you have to pay for those additional clusters - only during the time they are up and
running. They are billed by the second with no minimum. You can also limit the maximum number of
concurrent clusters to reduce costs and any “surprise” cloud charges at the end of the month.

Redshift offers robust security features at both the database and cloud level. Identity and Access
Management (IAM) and security groups are used for user authentication. In February 2020, Redshift
introduced support for Microsoft Azure Active Directory to allow Single Sign-On via both the Redshift
JDBC and ODBC drivers. Since Office 365 also uses Azure Active Directory, we think this should work
for organizations using 365. This will not work for organizations that still rely on an on-premises Active
Directory.

You can deploy Redshift also into an Amazon Virtual Private Cloud, where data can be encrypted at
rest on the database and in motion with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) transport. Redshift offers column-
level access control, but not row-level access controls. Amazon Redshift has covered all major security
certifications, including SOC, PCI, DSS, ISO, FedRAMP, and HIPPA.

Another concern we have had for Redshift over the years is it often felt like a disparate product, not
part of an ecosystem of interwoven offerings. This perception was partially due to the fact that Redshift
was the first in the market and had become a mature product much sooner than some of the other
AWS tools. However, this is not the case anymore with AWS Glue, Lambda, Integration Database
Migration Service, Snowball, Snowmobile, Kinesis Data Firehose, Kinesis Data Streams, and Managed
Streaming for Apache Kafka. Customers have many other offerings in the AWS ecosystem to
complement and feed their Redshift data warehouse.

Amazon Redshift is a fit for organizations needing a data warehouse with little to no administrative
overhead and a clear, consistent pricing model. Amazon Web Services clearly has invested heavily in
the original database, which has translated into Redshift being an industry leader year after year.
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ARM Treasure Data

With the integration of data warehouses and data lakes becoming a reality, there is room to explore
more lake-oriented options for workloads that in the past would have been bound exclusively for the
data warehouse. For this, Arm Treasure Data presents a mature, credible means of building lakes and,
uniquely among the vendors in this report, provides a solid domain focus.

The focus of Treasure Data is firmly on customer data and marketing (and therefore makes Treasure
Data a leading Customer Data Platform). Treasure Data customers have used the software to achieve
impressive results. These include: doubling conversion rates, integrating in-store with omnichannel
operations, growing loyalty programs, increasing coupon redemptions, reducing advertising costs, and
increasing in-store visits and repeat visits.

Deployment Considerations

Available only on AWS at present, Treasure Data Customer Data Platform (CDP) is a horizontal platform
that has particular strength in verticals like Automotive, Retail, eCommerce, CPG, Gaming, and Finance.
Though this report is more about enterprise data management than applications, it’s worth noting
some of the business applications that Treasure Data enables. These include marketing
activations, campaign orchestration, customer service, product development, media analysis, and
churn management.

An important question for data professionals operating in the enterprise is: “Is the Treasure Data data
lake limited to their applications?” Building a data lake always involves a significant investment,
whether it’s for specific pre-built applications and functions or general use and other applications. A
Treasure Data implementation is no different. We have not seen evidence that the data lake is not built
to a modern enterprise standard or cannot be utilized like any other data lake, with a variety
of applications using its data. Treasure Data also adds some operational capabilities not typically found
in a data lake, and as a result, allows it to enable a broader variety of applications.

Treasure Data supports all major business intelligence tools and standard ODBC/JDBC connectivity,
and can push data out to a variety of cloud platforms for BI. A common scenario in the field is Jupyter
notebooks for access, Presto for interactive/BI queries, and Hive for batch ETL processing.

Treasure Data offers data lake tables hosted in S3, and “Datatanks” can be specified and built through
the console as row-based storage (for more operational use cases) or column-oriented Postgres
storage (better for analytic queries). Treasure Data will use the best structure available and has
federated query capabilities over all of them. Treasure Data offers a unified view of all tables in the
data lake and data tanks, which allows customers to run a single query via Presto or PostgreSQL
on the combined data without moving the data.

Load for the tanks, as well as the lake, is encouraged through the provided ETL, which is based on
Embulk. This open-source bulk data loader facilitates data transfer among various databases, storage
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locations, file formats, and cloud services. Treasure Data also accepts streaming ingest records,
making it easy to capture event streams into a table. Stream-ingested data is available for query
in near-real-time.

Technical Considerations

The data lake is “schema-less," which frees DBAs and data engineers from having to create tables and
define schemas before pushing data into the platform of data in flight. If a table isn’t defined with a
schema in advance, the platform captures the incoming data and derives a compatible schema on the
fly. If the incoming records don’t match the existing table schema, the schema is updated on the fly to
accommodate any new columns or changed column types.

To capitalize on efforts to build high-quality “source of truth” datasets created for analytics, Treasure
Data also offers real-time operational capabilities on the same datasets. Treasure Data’s Active Data
Layer can provide data sets for live, bi-directional integration with external applications in use cases
such as customer service, point-of-sale, and e-commerce.

If you’re within the target verticals and have serious needs around customer data management and
putting it to use, Treasure Data can be your path to not only marketing applications, but also the multi-
use data lake.
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Cloudera

The Cloudera Data Platform (CDP), on AWS or Azure, is a combination of the Cloudera and
Hortonworks stacks, pulling in Spark, Tez, Hive, LLAP, Impala, druid, Kafka, Flink and other project
capabilities - 30+ in all - into a single integrated stack. CDP was launched in September 2019.

This stack, using Cloudera's Shared Data Experience (SDX), has common security, lineage,
governance, cluster management, and administration across the enterprise hybrid cloud environment:
“Develop once, Deploy anywhere, Manage everything.” Importantly, with CDP, Cloudera has put the
HDFS-only approach to data management in the rearview mirror. The pain with on-premises
Hadoop implementations is now palpable and the shift from on-premises to hybrid/multi-cloud
architecture, featuring a recurring consumption-based revenue model, is well underway in the
enterprise.

Deployment Considerations

Cloudera is giving customers a choice of HDFS, S3, ADLS Gen2 (combines ADLS and Azure Blob
Storage), DataProc or Blob Storage with ORC, Avro and Parquet, Cloudera’s original column format. It
also has support for Apache Ozone — a scalable, redundant, and distributed object store for Hadoop
for customers remaining on-premises. An implementation of CDP, with reach into multiple storage
profiles, could serve the enterprise as the data warehouse and the data lake.

Cloudera, more than any other vendor, embraces the emerging standard for data warehousing, which
is to pair cloud storage with an analytical engine that charges only by what is used. If you have a ton of
data that can sit in cold storage and only needs to be accessed or analyzed occasionally, this data can
be stored in Amazon S3, ADLS Gen 2, Azure Blob Storage, or Google Cloud Storage.

Cloudera can be used with external tables that point at the storage. Analysts can query directly against
cloud storage, or draw down a subset, to Hive for example, for some deeper and more intensive
analysis. This approach will be much cheaper than leaving it all in a relational database. So is Cloudera,
a former HDFS proponent, to say the least, now your data warehouse? Your data lake? They would say
they are your Enterprise Data Cloud.

Throw this hybrid cloud environment into the enterprise, and you have numerous options for data. It
can be overwhelming. Cloudera recognizes this and provides automatic replication and data
movement from on-premises to any cloud. This is called the Shared Data Experience, which ports not
only the data but also the security and governance rules. Cloudera also supports cloud bursting
workloads across multiple clouds and on-premises using Cloudera Workload Experience Manager
(WXM).

This Shared Data Experience allows you to run workloads where they make sense. It may make sense
to run some workloads in AWS, others in Azure, and others on-premises. If there are compliance
concerns, it might make sense to run that workload on-premises or in a private cloud (CDP will port to
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private clouds in 2020).

Technical Considerations

There are also a number of ways to ingest batch and streaming data using Cloudera Data Flow (CDF),
which includes Cloudera Flow Management, Cloudera Edge Management, Cloudera Stream
Processing and Cloudera Streaming Analytics. CDF manages, controls, and monitors the edge for
streaming and IoT data and features real-time streaming data with no-code data ingestion and
management.

For machine learning (ML), Cloudera has recently announced it is extending the Apache Atlas platform
to accommodate the governance of ML. Cloudera offers Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) and
Cloudera Data Science Workbench (CDSW) as a managed service to analyze data, train models,
deploy APIs, and manage the shared resources of the ML lifecycle.

CDP features the elimination of YARN in favor of Kubernetes for container management. A container-
based approach provides advantages for the machine learning environment, certainly a positive
direction for successful enterprises. Experimentation has gotten a bad name in the enterprise, and
Cloudera wants that to change. CDP is also easier to use than legacy Cloudera, which facilitates
experimentation.

CDP is also 100% open-source (with binaries behind a paywall), which is eliminating the fear of vendor
lock-in. Cloudera is using AGPL licensing to prohibit public cloud vendors from taking what were
previously Cloudera proprietary products. An AGPL license requires anyone who modifies the code
to publish the changes.

Cloudera is giving customers access to robust data management and has simplified the technical
complexity for a hybrid cloud environment. Although it has been long-awaited in this fast-paced
enterprise data platform environment, CDP represents rapid development and the very best foot
forward for Cloudera into the enterprise. Cloudera is headed towards an enterprise open-source,
machine learning, and hybrid-cloud future with CDP.
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Google BigQuery

The Google BigQuery back end is abstracted, as BigQuery acts as a front end to all the Google Cloud
storage, with all data replicated geographically. It is serverless, with Google Cloud managing the
servers (it runs “somewhere”) to dynamically allocate storage and compute resources.

Deployment Considerations

Pricing is per query, including Data Definition Language (DDL), or flat-rate pricing by “slots.” Google
BigQuery does not use the concept of a node, but instead refers to slots as “a unit of computational
capacity required to execute SQL queries.” A “slot” is a logical unit of compute measure. This could be
an evolving unit of measure where hardware is incremented in the cloud. A 2020 slot can be
underpowered compared to a 2022 one, due to it being a different specification. This makes
equivalency with competitive clouds and platforms, as well as over time with price, difficult. Charging
by the query may make sense for high-data, low-access customers, but flat-rate slot pricing will appeal
more to heavy query workloads and be popular among enterprise users.

BigQuery recently introduced BigQuery Reservations, which eases planning and provides flexibility and
visibility. With Reservations you can lock in cost predictability by assigning slots to specific workloads in
a granular manner.

BigQuery is a hands-off database without indexes or column constraints. Manual system tuning is not
required or really even possible, as BigQuery handles its own tuning, partitioning and clustering. You
can cue the ongoing philosophical discussion about tools versus automation here.

Google Cloud’s data analytics portfolio consists of a Google Sheets interface, Cloud Dataprep, and a
number of services. These include:

Google Cloud Storage for data lakes (which makes BigQuery also a data Lakehouse), Dataproc (fully
managed Hadoop/Spark), Dataflow (unified stream and batch data processing), Pub/Sub (global
messaging and event ingestion), Data Catalog (data discovery and metadata management service),
Data Fusion (fully managed data integration), Cloud Composer (workflow orchestration), and Data
Studio (data visualization library of automated data and machine learning pipelines).

Google has established an impressive set of data pipelines for public and other cloud-based data sets.
If this is going to be a focus of your implementation, BigQuery could make sense based on that
criterion alone.

Technical Considerations

SQL support in BigQuery is adequate and improving. There are impressive geography capabilities. You
can now query data in BigQuery and Cloud SQL with a federated query (the feature is currently in
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beta). BigQuery also has added column-level security with a nifty abstraction layer. Timestamp
manipulation and DDL could be improved. BigQuery supports high concurrency, which is
something that, frankly, we have not given BigQuery enough credit for in the past.

In an inspired move, Google recently acquired the top-shelf business intelligence tool, Looker. Google
engineers now can extend their domain to the front end of the pipeline, which will likely see Looker
taking full advantage of the capabilities of Google’s services, including BigQuery ML.

Industry watchers have long anticipated that BigQuery would explode onto the scene with machine
learning capabilities, and that is finally starting to happen. BigQuery now supports various training
models, including those for linear regression, K-means clustering, matrix factorization, XGBoost (for
regression, classification, and ranking), and Deep Neural Networks (using TensorFlow).

BigQuery stores the models within the data sets, not as a UDF (user-defined function), so utilizing these
models only requires SQL skills already in-house.

A unique aspect of BigQuery is that it enables the shuffle step to be performed in memory. The entire
shuffle does not have to complete before data is made available to the workers (the next/last step of
the query processing). In terms of recent performance enhancements, BigQuery in December added
the option to partition on an integer column. It also added a free slot “burst” capacity for on-
demand users, which definitely could improve performance results.

If you consider yourself a “nextgen” customer of data, and look forward to a machine learning future
with Google, BigQuery may be a great selection. Among the competitors in the space, BigQuery
boasts some of the most distinct features and a robust ecosystem.
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IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud and Cloud Pak for Data

IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud is hitting its stride at Big Blue as a solid data warehouse with a strong
pedigree and smart, if not necessarily industry-first, approach. Its recent moves keep IBM highly
relevant in the sea of competition that has formed in this space. IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud offers
the best of the Db2 database, the “Blu” analytic additions of the last decade – including columnar and
selective in-memory – and elements from Netezza like in-database analytics, external tables, zone
maps, and synopsis tables.

Deployment Considerations

IBM Db2 Warehouse is a fully managed service and, for enterprise data warehouses – which need a
massively parallel processing (MPP) architecture – there are “Flex” and “Flex Performance” options.
Both are on the IBM Cloud and are available on AWS as of 2019. The options have always been
available on private clouds because, as IBM states, for some reason many IBM customers “do not like
the public cloud.”

Flex provides up to 96 TB of data and 160 cores on IBM Cloud and 144 TB and 112 cores on AWS. Flex
Performance takes the cores up a factor to 576 cores. Flex Performance provides higher levels of other
interesting warehouse characteristics, but the number of cores is the main item of interest (along with
price) in the differentiation. Of course, you can always divide your workload across multiple databases
should your workload push the limits of your chosen architecture.

Also, the slider remains! The IBM Db2 Warehouse slider can be used to move the cores and storage
options dynamically. Customers set the scrolling options to control the power and the cost, allowing for
scaling up during peak demand and scaling down when demand falls. It’s quite clever and granular and
I’m surprised others have not followed suit. You can schedule your sliding and see the costs in real-
time.

Technical Considerations

The cost-based optimizer is arguably the industry’s best. It considers the cloud and has a rich SQL set,
replete with in-database machine learning and geospatial functions, to optimize. IBM says that its SQL
compatibility with Oracle remains a winner in wooing customers from its long-time rival.

IBM Db2 Warehouse might be your go-to warehouse if you are serious about geospatial functionality.
You can analyze geospatial data with geography data types, with support for various geometric formats
such as GML, as well as for Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)-standard SQL functions. You can insert
geospatial data directly, or import data in various spatial data formats including WKT, WKB, and GML,
analyze geospatial data using SQL functions that are pushed down to the database level and
performed in-memory, and even use spatial indexes to improve performance of geospatial queries.
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The data virtualization layer that allowed for single-query access across all your Db2s worldwide has
added PostgreSQL, Oracle, and SQL Server capabilities, which makes this much more useful.

And of course, as has come to be expected with Db2, there are enhancements to the already solid
non-functionals of IBM Db2 Warehouse. It’s definitely worth mentioning the backup and restore
options, node auto-replacement, auditing, workload management, and role-based row- and column-
level security. These features remain some of the best in the business.

Cloud Pak for Data

Netezza customers were told previously that they needed to transition to IBM Db2 Warehouse, and
indeed many projects arose for migrating off Netezza, although not all to Db2. Now there is a data
warehouse and other analytical workloads considered to be the next generation of Netezza. IBM has
chosen to utilize Netezza in its new Cloud Pak Enterprise Insight Platform (EIP) approach based on
Kubernetes, which seems to be an emerging form factor for analytic solutions in the marketplace.
Cloud Pak for Data brings an open and extensible Data and AI platform. “Netezza is back,” according to
IBM, which may be getting a jump on EIPs.

These EIPs combine the database with development tools and, in the case of Cloud Pak for Data,
combine a services layer, a platform interface layer, a Kubernetes layer, and an infrastructure layer in a
grand plug-in style architecture (an analogy is the iPhone with its apps).

Cloud Pak for Data will be “the obvious choice for Netezza upgrades to the cloud,” says IBM, with
simple ‘lift and shift’ to cloud using nzbackup/nzrestore. Cloud Pak for Data will have many of the
aforementioned benefits of IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud, like independent scaling (with the sliders)
and the non-functionals. These seem to be built into IBM’s DNA at this point.

For new analytic deployments in containerized environments willing to pioneer, it is worth considering
over IBM Db2 Warehouse on Cloud if you would have considered Netezza over Db2 before (that is, not
in highly concurrent environments). Db2 Warehouse customers have entitlements to Cloud Pak for
Data.

With IBM Db2 Warehouse and Cloud Pak for Data, IBM has a strong plan for covering the data
warehouse needs of the enterprise. The addition of AWS to a strong roadmap expands the
possibilities.
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MemSQL

Organizations run their daily businesses with transactional applications and databases. Separately,
organizations glean insights and make critical decisions using analytical databases and business
intelligence tools. The transactional workloads are relegated to database engines designed and tuned
for high transactional throughput. Meanwhile, the big data generated by all the transactions
require analytics platforms to load, store, and analyze the volumes of data at high speed and provide
timely insights to businesses.

In conventional information architecture, this requires two different database architectures and
platforms: online transactional processing (OLTP) platforms to handle transactional workloads and
online analytical processing (OLAP) engines to perform analytics and reporting. However, the line
between these two camps is blurring because many applications today are both transactional and
analytical.

Operational analytics cannot be performed on a data warehouse loaded in batch on the previous day.
It requires real-time analysis with no data movement. Today, a particular focus and interest in
operational analytics includes streaming data ingest and analysis in real-time. Some refer to
operational analytics as hybrid transaction/analytical processing (HTAP), translytical, or hybrid
operational analytic processing (HOAP).

MemSQL is a database management system for those applications, as well as for those shops
interested in deploying a single database management system across the enterprise. MemSQL does
this by utilizing two types of data stores: an in-memory rowstore (for OLTP) and a disk-based
columnstore (for OLAP). They differ both in storage format (row, column) and a storage medium (RAM,
disk - with flash or SSD recommended). However, you can join the stores.

Technical Considerations

MemSQL is a fully-functional database management system supporting spatial, JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON), and Char and Binary Large Object (BLOB) data types. It also offers artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithmic extensions.

MemSQL is versatile. It can run on commodity hardware or virtual machines (VMs). It can run in a
containerized environment with a Kubernetes operator as a private cloud. The MemSQL engine is now
also offered in a fully-managed, on-demand, and elastic cloud database, called MemSQL Helios.

MemSQL performance is provided through the use of scale-out, a compilation of queries to machine
code, vectorized query execution, and use of single instruction or multiple data (SIMD) instructions, all
with a huge utilization of data cached in memory. MemSQL does compute and storage, to varying
degrees, on the same nodes.
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The nodes that contain data are called leaf nodes. Their scale-out is not automatic. Resizing requires
action, and rebalancing takes a few minutes. MemSQL states this is a way to “know your bill” – i.e., no
surprises.

In terms of unique features, the first time MemSQL encounters a query, it will optimize and compile the
query asynchronously for future invocations. This speeds up query execution time for subsequent runs
and is especially beneficial for long and complex queries.

Deployment Considerations

MemSQL has found its niche in financial services and high technology. In financial services, in
particular, it is involved in real-time decision making and risk and fraud modeling where responses
must be delivered based on using models considering many attributes against dozens of terabytes of
data in 40ms or less.

MemSQL has a customer base that shows it is also well suited to eCommerce, video streaming and
even gaming applications. Comcast uses it to allow real-time analytics of video streaming metrics,
Teespring uses it to provide a real-time analytics dashboard for its sellers, and Sony uses it to protect
against denial of service (DDOS) attacks on its Playstation network.

These examples represent the new breed of application in which MemSQL specializes. Organizations
with such applications need a quick, smart look at big data in real time to make decisions. Moving data
back and forth in the architecture is not an option.

The pricing format is based on an industry-standard per-node basis with discounts for a multi-year
commitment. The standard node size is 8 cores with 8 GB RAM per core. Larger node sizes are
available for larger deployments. The free version will give you 32 cores.

MemSQL is an excellent choice for companies needing a high-performance and scalable HTAP/
translytical/HOAP/operational analytics database in the cloud or wanting to standardize the database
across the enterprise.
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Microsoft Azure Synapse

Azure Synapse is an advancement on Azure SQL Data Warehouse, and an attempt to address the
management needs for all data that exists for a client – both structured and unstructured. Azure
Synapse is a managed-service, dedicated data warehouse offering that made its debut for public use
in mid-2016. Azure Synapse employs massively parallel processing and shared-nothing architecture on
cluster nodes each running Azure SQL Database, which shares the same codebase as Microsoft
SQL Server.

For years, there has been a fairly significant divide between the flexibility that's offered through big
data systems and the structured performance and ecosystem support that you typically get with a data
warehousing solution. Azure Synapse is a recognition that this flexibility and support need to be
integrated so that organizations don't have to establish silos of architecture, teams and analytics.
Synapse has brought the components together with a common security model, a shared data
definition, and monitoring management to start to provide a cohesive experience. Azure Active
Directory provides the role-based access.

Deployment Considerations

Azure Synapse features separation of compute and storage and introduces serverless consumption
models, with the ability to scale the service elastically to hundreds or thousands of nodes, lowering the
barriers to entry. Microsoft also offers provisioned resources. Customers can ease into Synapse with a
pay-per-query or pay-per-consumption model, or they can provision resources for some of the more
demanding workloads. This is a flexible mix of consumption models for ad-hoc and predictable
workloads.

Workload management includes workload isolation with priority and use of resource groups. The
facilities are designed and offered with continuous availability, so that workloads can scale up and
scale down the elasticity compute pools. There is resource isolation for different workloads, and later
this year Microsoft will introduce multi-pool access for SQL pools, which will allow operation
over shared data with multiple SQL reports.

Synapse provides integration, management, monitoring, and security in an attempt to enable a
consistent platform experience for building analytics across the enterprise. It provides no- and low-
code development experiences for data transformations, building the logic and generating the
underlying code to push logic down to large scale processing engines and data processing engines.
This occurs without end users writing complex logic or transform code.

The Synapse workspace offers services that allow data ingestion, exploration, and analysis with Power
BI and Azure Machine Learning integration. Users also can develop visualizations and machine
learning models from within the Synapse workspace. It’s enabling tailored experiences without moving
across multiple tools and multiple services.
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Existing pipelines can be moved into a Synapse workspace. With network isolation, you get a security
perimeter, integrated management, integrated monitoring, role-based access control, and enterprise
connectors to data in Salesforce, Google AdWords and many others. This data can be pulled into a
Synapse workspace.

Technical Considerations

There are several options for loading data, with elegant solutions for many enterprise scenarios. Azure
Synapse works with SQL Server Integration Service (SSIS), an optimized SSIS Parallel Data Warehouse
(PDW) connector, Azure Data Factory, Bulk Copy Protocol (BCP), and PolyBase among others. PolyBase

is particularly interesting as it allows data stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and other
data storage, including Apache ORC and Parquet, to be queried with SQL in a data virtualization
manner.

Synapse also includes the next generation of the SQL Server distributed SQL query process, with
Spark integration. Microsoft has taken the core SQL processing engine and engineered it to run in a
distributed fashion. This introduces new query optimization and query execution software and logic.
The changes to the data warehouse offering of Microsoft are perhaps the most profound of any vendor
since the last report.

Last year, Azure SQL Data Warehouse did well in our TPC-H benchmark. This year, Azure SQL Data
Warehouse query response times on the 30TB TPC-H data set were overall much faster than
alternatives. In terms of price per performance, Azure SQL Data Warehouse ran the TPC-H queries
more cheaply than alternatives in terms of cost per query per hour. The resiliency of the query
processing layer is important in completing complex queries at scale like this, and it's an area where
Synapse has improved.

Azure Synapse also offers a web-based tool for SQL, Python and Scala development, with notebook
and SQL script development and permissioning, which is all operated within a common workspace
administrator.

The integration with Power BI is a final example of how Microsoft is now thinking about building
tailored experiences within the Synapse workspaces, so that users can get their job done within a four-
color single pane of glass.
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Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse

Oracle’s capable entry into the cloud analytic data warehouse field is the Oracle Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud (ADW). Oracle timed the release of ADW well, waiting out and learning from changes
in the market, before jumping in with both feet in 2018. ADW is based on the long-standing Oracle
DBMS and Oracle Exadata Database Server, and emphasizes its autonomous, hands-off nature.

Deployment Considerations

The autonomous nature of ADW is on full display when setting up a data warehouse. Users answer just
four questions on a single console, then define the tables, load the data, and run queries. In theory,
these three basic tasks should be all an administrator needs to do, but the process of setting up a data
warehouse has become so complicated over the years, with tablespaces, partitioning,
compression, memory parameters, indexes, materialized views, and more. I expect ADW customers will
have some free time on their hands, since they would expect this process to take weeks.

Autonomous functionality is present elsewhere. Automatic indexing enables ADW to create and drop
indexes on the fly, prior to the expected valuable contribution from the indexes for an impending query
set. Adding index management to the query optimizer process is quite clever and provides
performance benefits. This combination provides the ability to drive through core business processes,
at speeds that enable business agility.

Another autonomous feature we like is support for buffer pool options where users can specify
individual tables to be stored in memory. In the Memoptimize Pool, 25% of the allocated memory is
used for a hash index based on the primary key, so now access to the table based on a primary key
value lookup (a very common query) can have no I/Os.

Technical Considerations

There are embedded algorithms in ADW for machine learning right in the SQL, which reside in AI/ML
notebooks exposed via REST APIs, so the organization can consume results as needed. Oracle REST
Data Services is where users can create endpoints to access the results. Application development is
based on these REST Services. ADW also provides APEX for low- and no-code application
development. Finally, ADW includes a selection of interesting and impressive bots embedded in the
results, allowing for an interactive experience.

ADW charges per CPU per hour. Cost is tied to what you use, with clusters automatically scaling up and
down, and all code patching done while online. In addition, data is encrypted by default in the cloud,
and kept encrypted both in transit and at rest.

Oracle claims high 99.995% availability for ADW. Just be aware, you will need the Mission Critical level,
which adds a standby database to the architecture, to achieve this near perfect availability. As the
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Oracle Compute Units (OCPU)s are dedicated, the multi-tenant configuration is subject to resource
(memory, cache) sharing. This is the definition of multi-tenant, yet it’s unique in that not all vendors offer
this option.

If you’re looking for shortcuts taken or grossly competitive nonequivalence in ADW, it’s not there. Sure,
competitors could be considered autonomous – they just didn’t put the term in their product name.
However ADW takes it to another level, which can have drawbacks. Remember, database autonomy is
a philosophical point, and many will prefer to have performance features at their disposal. As long as
we occasionally have to outwit the database, there is a place for manual control. And yes, we still do
for all of them, although ADW has done a fine job optimizing for full table scans of data arranged in
compressed columnar format, which means that many performance features wouldn’t help anyway.

We have not benchmarked ADW, as neither Oracle nor its competitors has requested it. In our
experience, ADW usually wins no-bid deals.

ADW is only available on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Oracle’s public cloud service, which is expanding
its footprint, but remains limited compared to leading cloud providers.
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Snowflake

One of the promises of the cloud is the freedom to focus on core competencies and your business,
rather than dealing with machines, software patching, hardware failure, elongated procurement cycles,
and the like. As companies adopt the cloud, the responsibility of certain functions shifts to the cloud
vendor. The vendor who kicked this cloud data warehouse market into high gear is Snowflake
Computing.

Snowflake is, by any measure, the easiest data warehouse to use. The user interface is roundly cited
as a major asset. The time to value is the industry best. It is a streamlined package with extremely low
management overhead and not too many performance knobs. In fact, only clustering keys and
materialized views are surfaced in the Snowflake UI.

This gets philosophical. No one wants an over-engineered system, but it is hard to argue against the
benefit of having access to indexes, partitions, and other resources that can be tweaked and tuned.
And yet, free performance features in Snowflake enable performance levels that cannot be achieved
otherwise. If a company truly has no skills or bandwidth around performance tuning, Snowflake is a
great fit.

Deployment Considerations

As a cloud-only, fully managed solution, Snowflake offers a clear separation between compute and
storage. This enables the platform to scale storage capacity and compute resources independently
and quickly. The functionality adjusts to various workload demands, offering potential cost savings
when demand is low. You can also pause and resume compute billing, so only storage is billed during
the paused time.

Snowflake is now available on AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud Platform, and supports an ANSI-
compliant, full form of SQL. It has some very, very useful SQL additions that it’s hard to believe others
have not followed. Deserializing JSON, ORC, and XML structure, time travel back to any point in time,
the ability to easily share data across the network, 24-hour result set availability, UNDROP, and FAST
CLONE are all examples. Snowflake is innovative with its Snowflake Data Exchange (exchanging data
with commercial data syndicators) as well.

Snowflake customers deploy a wide array of modern BI and visualization tools. Snowflake offers a web
interface, as well as a native connector for Spark built on the Spark Data Sources API. This allows data
ingest into Snowflake, or for Spark use on top of Snowflake with Snowflake as a store of data.

Snowflake is still lacking in geospatial capabilities, which have become a requirement in many
enterprises. And while it’s good at data protection and authentication, Snowflake could expand security
features to encrypt data in use, provide low-level security, and enable threat protection.
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Snowflake data is stored in cloud storage and is cached when queries are executed to bring the data
in closer proximity to compute resources. Snowflake essentially offers two configuration “levers” — the
size of the warehouse cluster and the number of clusters permitted to spin up to handle concurrency.
Snowflake scales by cluster server count in powers of 2 (i.e., 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and so on.) If “multi-cluster”
is enabled, Snowflake will spin up additional clusters to handle multi-user concurrent query workloads.
If not enabled, it will place paused queries in a queue until resources free up.

Snowflake’s multi-cluster option is quite expensive because costs multiply rapidly when multiple
clusters are employed. Using Snowflake, you pay for compute resources as a function of time — just
like many others. However, with Snowflake, you choose the hourly rate based on the enterprise
features you need. The lowest level of support is standard rate features like multi-cluster, enterprise-
level security, and more support. Enterprise level charges a higher cost per node per hour. Higher
levels are offered as well.

Spinning up or down is instantaneous and requires no manual intervention, resulting in a leaner
operation. Snowflake scales linearly with the cluster (that is, for a four-node cluster, moving to the next
incremental size will result in a four-node expansion).

Snowflake nodes are loosely defined as a measure of virtual compute resources. Their architecture is
described as “a hybrid of traditional shared-disk database architectures and shared-nothing database
architectures.” Thus, it is difficult to infer what a “node” actually is. Additionally, Snowflake’s
performance hinges greatly on the cache. If Snowflake must access Amazon S3 for additional data,
query execution slows dramatically. Historically, Snowflake has not disclosed the server class or size of
its AWS EC2 instances. That can make it difficult to determine what configuration is optimal for each
workload.

Regarding billing, you pay per second only for the compute in use. Snowflake will auto suspend at a
certain level of inactivity predetermined by the enterprise (such as 10 minutes of inactivity). Instead of
paying a fixed upfront cost, you pay for the amount of time that you use each virtual warehouse
(independent compute node). You can choose to start compute resources on a query request,
manually, or at start-up. During the start-up process, the cache must be refreshed, so there is
some performance hit to the first queries after the restart, but performance thereafter improves.
Mission-critical, 24-hour workloads would not benefit from autosuspend because they would not have
appreciable downtime.

Technical Considerations

When it comes to loading, the options are limited. With Snowpipe, Snowflake can act as a listener and
load data with mere seconds of latency from Apache Kafka and other streaming services. Snowflake
also allows for a continuous data pipeline into the database. Snowflake supports data export to S3, and
it is possible to use the Snowflake command line interface results to direct data to a file in a Linux shell.

It is primarily the performance of the data access that constitutes the success of a workload. Snowflake
has added a clause to its acceptable use policy that we should not use Snowflake “in order to
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benchmark offerings.” Prior to this stipulation, Snowflake had consistently performed lowest in
standard benchmarks. (A note here: it is not advisable to choose a data warehouse based solely on
performance benchmark differences.)

Whenever Snowflake does not have enough memory to build a join hash table and keep it in memory,
it has to spill it to disk. This is costly in terms of performance because the DBMS has to do double work
writing, sorting, and reading the hash table information all on disk—rather than in memory. And you
cannot just provision a medium-sized cluster and let it scale up to two medium clusters during the
busy hours to handle the higher concurrency, because you cannot split a single query job across two
clusters. Only concurrent user workloads can be offloaded onto the second cluster.

Also, there is still some room to grow in the recent GCP port and even the Azure one – for example, full
integration with Azure Append Blobs – would be welcome.

Snowflake is evidence of the fact that data warehousing does not have the same requirements
everywhere by any stretch of imagination. Higher-scale enterprises have the skills and are willing to
invest effort into the success of their high-end data warehouse workloads, whereas smaller shops and
implementations need ease of use. With Snowflake, it is a matter of understanding the ways it scales
and handles performance and concurrency to ensure a fit.
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Teradata

In 2017, Teradata brought its high-performance database to a wide variety of platforms in the cloud.
Teradata was made available on Amazon Web Services, Teradata Cloud (now phased out), VMware,
Microsoft Azure, on-premises, and on IntelliFlex – Teradata’s MPP architecture with separate storage
and compute. Google Cloud Platform support is coming in 2020.

The Teradata Database consists of the Teradata SQL Engine residing inside the Teradata Vantage
offering. The solution comprises the Teradata database/SQL engine combined with graph and machine
learning capabilities from Aster, plus Query Grid to access data across the platform.

Technical Considerations

Teradata supports a variety of analytic languages in Vantage, including SQL, Python, R, Scala, Go, and
JS. Tools like Dataiku, Jupyter, KNIME, RStudio, SAS, Teradata App Center, and Teradata Studio are
supported as well. You can use or access extended storage in S3, Azure Blob Store, and (eventually)
Google Cloud Storage for hybrid object-store capabilities.

Database functions in Teradata systems have always been done in parallel, using multiple server
instances and disks with all units of parallelism participating in each database function. The Optimizer
also adjusts to the environment it resides in by utilizing a cost coefficient, giving it a cost profile for the
specific hardware.

Teradata manages contending requirements for resources through dynamic resource prioritization and
workload management. The server node interconnects are designed specifically for a parallel
processing, multi-node environment and are optimized for a linearly scalable, high-performance, fault-
tolerant, self-configuring, multi-stage network.

Teradata has a columnar structure option, effectively mixing row and column structures directly in the
same database. XML, JSON, and AVRO are supported as native SQL data types.

Although not “born in the cloud,” the database has adapted quite well to the cloud and its cost
structure. With consumption-based pricing, you can start with zero upfront commitment and pay only
for what you use.

Deployment Considerations

Cost predictability and certainty only happen when the entire picture of a production data warehouse
environment is considered — all workloads, a true concurrency profile, an accurate assessment of
users, and a consideration of the duration of process execution. Teradata believes, and our research
confirms, that it has a compelling scope, scale, concurrency, and deployment, and price-performance
value proposition for the enterprise analytic workload.
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Teradata warns of the overrated value of competitor clusters that rely on an underspecified upfront
POC system to scale out to achieve peak system goals, which can significantly impact a capex budget.
Teradata also skillfully avoids disk spilling, which is another boondoggle for cost and performance.
Finally, while elasticity could be more granular, Teradata advises that its service correctly specifies IOPS
upfront. Storage volume and IOPS can factor greatly into the price-performance equation.

While Teradata is pushing forward with automating repetitive tasks, and no one wants an over-
engineered system, there is real upside to having indexes, stored procedures, referential integrity,
uniqueness, and other software-based performance tuning capabilities at your disposal.

Teradata is a framework for companies aspiring to compete on data science and analytics, with access
to a wide variety of languages and the ability to ingest models (but a decided direction not to be in the
model building business). Teradata now supports the data lakehouse concept — data lakes in cloud
storage and relational data warehouses — with its Query Grid.

Teradata is still the gold standard in complex, mixed-workload query situations for enterprise-level,
worry-free concurrency, while it meets scaling requirements and provides excellent performance
featuring top-notch non-functional requirements. Delivering as promised, Teradata is emblematic of the
fact that data warehousing does not have the same requirements everywhere by any stretch. Some
enterprises have an understanding of the need to scale gracefully in the event of success, whereas
smaller shops and implementations need ease of use and may not have the same needs. With
Teradata, it is a matter of understanding what happens when demand exceeds expectation and the
way it scales and handles performance and concurrency.
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Vertica

Vertica in Eon Mode is a fully American National Standards Institute (ANSI) SQL-compliant relational
analytical database management system that separates compute from storage. Version 9.3.1 is the
latest release, including support for Pure Storage to deliver dynamic workload capabilities to on-
premises data centers as well as key features like improvements to subcluster management, increased
control and tuning of the Depot, and enterprise workload management enhancements to isolate
workloads for resourcing and provisioning nodes for ephemeral workloads.

Technical Considerations

Vertica is built on Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) and columnar-based architecture. It has its own
flavor of SQL called Vertica SQL or VSQL, which has many built-in predictive analytics, machine
learning, and advanced analytics functions like geospatial, time series, pattern matching and text
analytics functions. Vertica supports complex data types like arrays, maps, and STRUCT, all of which
can be nested as well. It can read ORC and Parquet complex types and export Vertica data to Parquet.

Queries access optimized local cache in the compute nodes, which is called the Depot, where you can,
if you wish, indicate which data you want in. The Depot is actually a form of data storage that is tightly
coupled within the compute node for hot data. You can pin tables and partitions in the Depot until an
eviction needs to occur.

Largely using the Depot well, Vertica employs a host of performance tricks, leaving the customer to
write only just the query. Though it’s not especially difficult to administer, a customer of Vertica does
have to administer the “projections,” which are database objects that are optimized collections of table
columns and live aggregated data.

As might be expected for a database that leads with its column orientation, Vertica’s compression rates
are very high. Vertica can fully encrypt data, which may become a useful function in the era of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Article 34 states that fully encrypted data doesn’t need to
be reported. Integration with Micro Focus’ Voltage SecureData product extends this function to Format
Preserving Encryption (FPE), allowing analytics without any risk to sensitive data.

Deployment Considerations

Vertica in Eon Mode is available on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and also works on-premises – on
Pure Storage FlashBlade – which also separates compute from storage, an industry first for on-
premises separation. Vertica also offers Enterprise Mode, which has tightly coupled compute and
storage resources for on-premises and cloud deployments that have stable workload requirements.
There is also a free community edition, with no time limit, and storage of 1 TB of data across three
nodes.
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Vertica in Eon Mode uses a dedicated Amazon S3 bucket for storage, with a varying number of
compute nodes spun up as necessary to meet the demands of the workloads. Vertica keeps cluster
status during shut down/startup activity and can restore or replace failed nodes quickly. There is also a
status for extended sleep known as hibernation.

All deployments are based on a single database software engine in three editions – Vertica SQL-on-
Hadoop (VSQLoH), Express, and Premium: functions are throttled for VSQLoH and Express. There are
three licensing options:

• Usage-based, hourly pricing directly from AWS Marketplace

• A perpetual or subscription software license to deploy on-premises and in any major public cloud

• Vertica perpetual or subscription licenses can be purchased on a per-node or per-terabyte basis

If you want to analyze data stored in Hadoop or Amazon S3 data lakes, there is a Vertica External Data
add-on charge. Development, test environments, backups, and replication are free, which is unique.

Vertica is a long-standing steady database management system (DBMS) player that keeps innovating. It
is an ANSI SQL-compatible relational database with market-leading exploitation of the columnar
orientation, separation of compute and storage, and hybrid on-premises/multi- cloud development.

In consequence, it offers a realization of great performance for high-volume workloads. In particular, it
has found resonance as a relational alternative for storing the massive amounts of information
generated by Internet of Things (IoT) applications.

Vertica is so confident of the performance of Vertica in Eon Mode that it has published multiple
benchmark reports, comparing its analytical query performance and concurrency to rivals with greater
market share.
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Yellowbrick

Yellowbrick Data was founded in 2014 to help companies make faster decisions with all of their data.
The Yellowbrick Data Warehouse is leading its fellow on-premises data appliances into the modern
world of cloud computing. With its strong foundation in on-premises solutions, Yellowbrick has, in the
past year, announced its move to cloud.

Yellowbrick uniquely remains committed to its data appliance focus however, and considers on-
premises to be an active part of the ongoing enterprise architecture of the future. Operating on-
premises and across a hybrid cloud is a new reality for many organizations. Yellowbrick offers a
seamless experience and interoperability across on-premises and the cloud, which allows it to have
replication-based failover across both.

Technical Considerations

Yellowbrick’s data appliance, even as a relatively recent entry, is perhaps the best engineered of its
class at this moment. The physical footprint is small, and scalability is as easy as adding blades, picked
up by an Ethernet interconnect.

Yellowbrick claims high performance, which should be tested soon in our benchmarks. There is good
reason to believe this. Yellowbrick uses Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) flash for storage. NVMe
is a recent improvement to the long-standing Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) protocol for
communication between servers and storage. Flash memory is exponentially faster than a spinning
disk and can handle higher degrees of parallelism. NVMe, more fully than SCSI, exploits the
capabilities of flash drives. The Yellowbrick architecture connects NVMe flash drives directly to Intel
processors over the CPU bus.

Yellowbrick is the first analytic database built and optimized for flash memory from the bottom up. One
of the main features is the Native Flash Query, which gives the CPU access to the flash directly,
bypassing the memory bus.

Deployment Considerations

Due to tight coupling with the hardware, Yellowbrick does not run on standard configurations or
hypervisors in the public cloud. Yellowbrick connects to each of the major clouds by way of one-to-
many 10gb direct connects (or equivalent) that can be link aggregated to support multiples of 10gbps.

A Yellowbrick database instance supports many databases, which the user is free to create using SQL
or the Yellowbrick user interface (UI). An instance consists of nodes, and adding nodes is how
additional performance is delivered to an instance, with eight nodes minimum, and 45 nodes
maximum. The current generation (G1) node is 36 vCPUs and 256GB of dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM). An instance is a single-tenant offering, preventing any noisy neighbor issues.
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Though not one of the legacy names, Yellowbrick has staying power with a strong founding team from
Fusion-io, IBM‘s Netezza, Microsoft and Snowflake, and venture funding in the hundreds of millions of
dollars. Interestingly, Yellowbrick has been a major player in transitioning enterprises off now-defunct,
on-premises databases and databases that are seeing a reduced commitment, like Netezza.

It may have its origins around the same time as Snowflake, but Yellowbrick is not targeting, or
appropriate for, the lower-end, departmental data mart. Yellowbrick is built for enterprise real-time
analytics and data scaling to petabytes. It is not frilly with functions – in-database machine learning is
on the roadmap – but with full ANSI SQL compatibility based on the PostgreSQL dialect, its functions
are appropriate to the needs of the enterprise application with large amounts of data.

If you are looking for an ANSI SQL compatible, always-on, MPP high-performance analytic database
with significant innovation in flash for your enterprise applications and data warehouses, Yellowbrick is
a great choice. Its consistency across a hybrid cloud infrastructure includes an undervalued
commitment to an ongoing on-premises footprint in the enterprise. The company has created an
offering that delivers performance, extensive management, and rapid time to value, making it a strong
contender for the analytic enterprise workload.
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Vendor Wrap-Up

Actian Avalanche on AWS, Azure, or on-premises is an excellent choice for data-driven companies
needing high performance and a scalable analytical database in the cloud or to augment their current,
on-premises data warehouse with a hybrid architecture—at a reasonable cost.

Amazon Redshift is a fit for organizations needing a data warehouse with little to no administrative
overhead and a clear, consistent pricing model.

If you’re within the target verticals and have a serious need around customer data management and
putting it to use, ARM Treasure Data can be your path not only to marketing applications but also to the
multi-use data lake.

Cloudera, headed toward an enterprise open-source, machine learning and hybrid-cloud future with
CDP, is giving customers access to robust data management and has simplified the technical
complexity for a hybrid cloud environment.

If you consider yourself a “nextgen” customer of data looking forward to a machine learning future with
Google, BigQuery, with some distinct features and ecosystem, may be a great selection.

With IBM Db2 Warehouse and Cloud Pak for Data, IBM has a strong plan for covering the data
warehouse needs of the enterprise.

MemSQL is an excellent choice for companies needing a high-performance and scalable HTAP/
translytical/HOAP/operational analytics database in the cloud or to standardize the database across
the enterprise.

The integration with Power BI is an example of how Microsoft is now thinking about building tailored
experiences within the Synapse workspaces so that users can get their job done, within a four-color
single pane of glass.

Oracle’s strong entry in the cloud analytic data warehouse field is the Oracle Autonomous Data
Warehouse Cloud (ADW), based on the longstanding Oracle DBMS and Oracle Exadata Database
Server, and emphasizes its autonomous, hands-off nature.

Snowflake is, by any measure, the easiest data warehouse to use with a user interface roundly cited as
a major asset, time to value that’s the industry best, and extremely low management.

Teradata is still the gold standard in complex mixed workload query situations for enterprise-level,
worry-free concurrency, as well as scaling requirements and predictably excellent performance,
featuring top-notch, non-functional requirements.
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Vertica is an ANSI SQL-compatible relational database with market-leading exploitation of the columnar
orientation, separation of compute and storage, and hybrid on-premises/cloud development with lots
of reasons for, and a realization of, great performance in high-volume workloads.

If you’re looking for an ANSI-SQL compatible, always-on, MPP high-performance analytic database with
significant innovation in flash for your enterprise applications and data warehouses, Yellowbrick is a
great choice.
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5. Key Takeaways

• Delaying adoption of analytic technologies and methods that are redefining “competitive
advantage” can sound the death knell to a company’s prospects. A company must be aware of
what the analytic marketplace is making possible and, with discernment, engage with the process
of adoption.

• Data has proven to be a competitive differentiator. Top performers realize they need all their data to
be clean data, and to be well-performing, catalogued, and secure data. They’ve grown their data
science programs to utilize such data.

• Company performance is highly correlated to analytic maturity. Metrics show a positive association
between data maturity and financial performance.

• The cloud is the standard for analytic data stores, supports the analytic environment for many
companies, and is available for all.

• Many products remain viable in the space but every analytic data solution is different, just as every
architecture is different. It’s important to create a great fit. Poor fits will be costly.
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6. About William McKnight

William McKnight
An Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist and
frequent best practices judge, William is a former Fortune 50
technology executive and database engineer. He provides
Enterprise clients with action plans, architectures, strategies,
and technology tool selection to manage information.

William McKnight is an Analyst for GigaOm Research who
takes corporate information and turns it into a bottom-line
producing asset. He’s worked with companies like Dong
Energy, France Telecom, Pfizer, Samba Bank, ScotiaBank,
Teva Pharmaceuticals and Verizon — Many of the Global

2000 — and many others. William focuses on delivering business value and solving business problems
utilizing proven, streamlined approaches in information management.

He is a frequent international keynote speaker and trainer. William has taught at Santa Clara University,
UC-Berkeley and UC-Santa Cruz.
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7. About GigaOm

GigaOm provides technical, operational, and business advice for IT’s strategic digital enterprise and
business initiatives. Enterprise business leaders, CIOs, and technology organizations partner with
GigaOm for practical, actionable, strategic, and visionary advice for modernizing and transforming their
business. GigaOm’s advice empowers enterprises to successfully compete in an increasingly
complicated business atmosphere that requires a solid understanding of constantly changing customer
demands.

GigaOm works directly with enterprises both inside and outside of the IT organization to apply proven
research and methodologies designed to avoid pitfalls and roadblocks while balancing risk and
innovation. Research methodologies include but are not limited to adoption and benchmarking
surveys, use cases, interviews, ROI/TCO, market landscapes, strategic trends, and technical
benchmarks. Our analysts possess 20+ years of experience advising a spectrum of clients from early
adopters to mainstream enterprises.

GigaOm’s perspective is that of the unbiased enterprise practitioner. Through this perspective, GigaOm
connects with engaged and loyal subscribers on a deep and meaningful level.
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8. Copyright

© Knowingly, Inc. 2020 "Enterprise Analytic Solutions 2020" is a trademark of Knowingly, Inc.. For
permission to reproduce this report, please contact sales@gigaom.com.
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